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Overview of EbC
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Questions to investigate
Performance depends on the number of learning 
images.
Few images: bad estimation
Many images: better performance
Is it really? How many images are enough?
Good?
Bad?
Questions to investigate
Performance depends on the number of learning 
images.
What is an appropriate set of images when we fix the 
number of images?
Any set is enough?
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Definition of a learning set :
xθ : images at θ k = 0,1, …, ni-1
ni = 360/i
s : start angle [deg]
i : sample span [deg]
Example :
Performance evaluation
Root mean square error (RMSE):
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Exclude learned images
sample spans: 
i = 5,10,15,20,30,40,45,60,90,120
(divisors of 360 [deg])
Experimental results 1:
moderate case
i : sample span [deg]
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Experimental results 2:
performance dip at 40 deg.
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Not monotonically
Error at i=40 [deg] is very 
large: 9 images are learned
More the images,
Better the performance
The number of images 
is important!
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Examples of learning sets
S40,0 9 images
S30,0 12 images
S45,0 8 images
6 imagesS60,0
Worst !
Objects that have
performance dip at 40 deg.
What property affect the performance?
Future work….
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Experimental results 3:
keeping good performance
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i : sample span [deg]
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Error increases 
monotonically
Error at i=120 [deg] is so 
small: only 3 images are 
used for learning
Objects that
keep good performance
Round shape may 
affect the 
performance
Also future work…
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Conclusions
Performance evaluation of EbC
a view-based pose estimation
Experimental results:
Some objects have the performance dip
Some objects keep good performance
Future work
To investigate the relationship between 
performance and object shape
